Commercial Claims
Expert, expedient claims management
to keep businesses moving forward
Take a look
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About RSA

The RSA difference

There for businesses,
before, when and after
a claim
Making a claim is the most tangible reminder of the

Right-touch technologies

Trusted partners

Bespoke claims service

Preparing for the unforeseeable

Applying insights to limit recurrence

We invest time in getting to know customers and what matters to them.

Once we’ve ensured the claim has been settled satisfactorily, we’ll review

Then we take a joined-up approach, involving everyone from underwriters

our own claims delivery and performance and apply lessons learned from

and claims handlers to risk managers, to ensure we are collectively ready

the claim to improve the customer’s risk management and prevent future

to mobilise if an incident occurs. We’ll meet to gather information and

recurrence of the incident. We’ll share data-driven insights into the profile

intelligence which will allow us to run scenario tests on how we’ll respond

of claims across our business, plus trends identified from our analysis of

and work together. Regular claims relationship health-checks ensure that

claims history, to help shape future action planning.

we stay on track together.

value of a good insurance partner and policy. But at
RSA, we don’t wait to build relationships until a claim
is notified – it’s just as important for us to understand

Getting business back on track

the nature of the business and its objectives,

To any business, time is money. So our Claims team is dedicated to

Our teams work collaboratively with brokers and partners to

operations and needs before and after a claim.

settling claims as swiftly and fairly as possible – not just the smaller,

understand the customer’s we support in the UK and globally, to

more straightforward ones. A nominated, experienced claims handler

manage their claims, build resilience and help their businesses thrive.

will own and be accountable for each claim from start to finish, providing

We tailor our approach to each claim to meet the customer’s needs,

rapid response and clear, meaningful communications to help get each

we deliver an industry-leading claims service with technology led

business back on track as soon as possible. They can also make timely

solutions and access to expertise to get our customer’s businesses

referrals to the right experts and specialists from our in-house teams and

back on track as soon as possible.

extensive network of supplier partners.
While we operate to agreed service standards, we tailor our approach
to each claim to meet exact needs and priorities.

Karl Helgesen
Chief Operating Officer

Did you know…
We paid out over £928 million in 2021
across more than 66,000 claims.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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A simple, stress-free
approach to claims

The RSA difference

Right-touch technologies

Express claims
We express-handle straightforward Commercial Property, Cargo
and Baggage (Accident & Health) claims up to a specified value.

While any loss event can feel like a setback, we
believe making a claim can and should be a positive
experience. That’s why we make the process painless
and transparent, with a focus on settling claims as
quickly and fairly as possible.

Our Service Level Agreements (SLAs) help manage expectations
of our initial response to claims submitted by email, and delivery
of an action plan, plus agreed timescales for progress updates.
Claims notified by phone are dealt with in real-time.
We aim to conclude settlement as quickly as possible upon
receiving limited, simple but essential information from the
customer to validate the policy, and bring the claim to a
satisfactory conclusion by making payment via the customer’s
preferred method.

Trusted partners

Bespoke claims service

Major and complex claims
Claims above a certain size and complexity need a different
approach. The team actively navigates the claim through to
a conclusion, using established relationships with leading
specialists in the legal, medical and rehabilitation professions
to manage major events and protect businesses financial
and reputational interests.
Our major claims handling team, comprised of our most
experienced claims specialists, manages the largest and most
complex claims in our business – typically those exceeding
£100,000 in value. Every claim will be passed to a dedicated
specialist who will provide comprehensive support to all parties
in major claims, identify the key issues, steer the strategy of the
claim and manage it to a successful conclusion.

Online claims
RSA Claims Online is our secure web portal that makes all the
information about most existing claims accessible in one place
(some exceptions apply). Changes to a claim’s status are instantly
updated so progress can easily be tracked and monitored.

Engaging with brokers, partners and experts before, when and
after claims happen means we are here to support our mutual
customers prosper in good times and be resilient in bad times;
our customers become advocates of how we work together
because they know that what matters to them matters to us.

Our e-FNOL (Electronic First Notification of Loss) portal allows

That is what our committed team of claims experts strive

brokers and customers to digitally submit first notifications of

towards every day, and what you can expect from us.

loss for straightforward commercial property and marine cargo
claims, as a convenient alternative to telephone and email.

RSA Insurance | Claims

Lee Dainty
Commercial Claims Director
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The RSA difference
Our in-house specialisms

Take a look

RSA Insurance | Claims
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Right-touch technologies

Trusted partners

Pre-loss planning and access to our risk
management service

Expert cyber incident management

We work with businesses to plan for serious losses with high potential

extortion, business interruption, breach response costs, data liability,

impact. Our technical claims specialists will consider a potential high-

bricking and more. Such events are often extremely time-sensitive, which

impact loss scenario and discuss how the policy may respond in the

is why we offer a 24/7/365 incident response service to minimise any

situation, what action we as an insurer may take and, if necessary, what

business interruption or impact to reputation.

risk controls could be taken to prevent the incident from occurring in the
first place.

Bespoke claims service

We offer a range of specialised support for cyber incidents such as

We work in partnership with Crawford and Company to cover the whole
lifecycle of a cyber incident. Our experts will immediately triage the

Expert loss adjusting when your customer
needs it most

issue and advise on the best course of action, and start our investigation
within five hours of an incident being reported. We can appoint a panel
of forensic experts and provide a clear discovery plan, before helping

We have built our office- based and field-based loss adjusting capabilities

business operations return to pre-incident levels.

in-house, to develop meaningful relationships with brokers and

We can also help with notifying large numbers of data subjects, and

customers, guarantee the quality of the claims experience, and act with
full authority to settle and pay claims. Our loss adjusters are qualified,
experienced and impartial, with a thorough working knowledge of our
policies, processes and ethos, enabling faster, more efficient decisionmaking for both straightforward and complex claims. We may also utilise

provide advice on legal obligations and how best to communicate with
regulators. We additionally partner with Deloitte for strategic reputation
and crisis management, helping businesses all over the world to respond
to and recover from cyber incidents.

the expertise of our strategic loss adjusting partners when required.

Claims solutions for multinational insurance programmes
Through our global network of offices and established network partners in over 170 countries and territories,
wherever in the world a claim happens, we’ll help you get back on track quickly.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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Counter fraud specialists to protect businesses
and reputations

Commercial motor claims

We’re committed to identifying and eradicating fraudulent activity,

handling solutions with specialists in each discipline.

helping protect those honest customers and businesses who are
directly or indirectly penalised by the dishonest minority.

Our Commercial Motor Claims team provides end-to-end claims

Our dedicated Credit Hire team assesses, negotiates and settles credit
hire cases as quickly as possible, and will make Without Prejudice

Our Counter Fraud specialists blend cutting-edge fraud analytics with

decisions where appropriate in order to significantly reduce the claims

traditional identification and detection methods. We are instrumental

lifecycle and costs to the individual customer.

in cross-industry initiatives and at the heart of all industry forums,
enabling us to provide intelligence and insight into the impact of fraud
and the steps that can be taken to protect businesses, their reputation
and their premiums.

We have a team of Motor Engineers who deal with everything from
minor knocks to total losses. Field-based engineers carry out physical
inspections of damaged vehicles and review and negotiate estimates
for repairs with garages, to expedite fast and fair claims settlement.
Our office-based engineers deal mainly with our priority repair network,
authorising any work that is above the priority repair network’s authority.
They also review third-party repair invoices where required.
Claims involving an injury to a third party are handled by our specialist
Motor Injury team, who are highly skilled in assessing injuries and
detecting fraudulent claims, to control individual claims costs and
overall premiums.

Did you know…
We processed 3,500 Professional indemnity and financial
risk claims in 2021 – an average of 10 per day.
Our Professional Indemnity and Financial Line team handles claims from
the whole financial risks portfolio, including Cyber, D&O, Charity & Trustees,
Assurance, Crime, Employment Practices Liability and Legal Indemnities.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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Right-touch
technologies to
help streamline the
claims experience
Take a look

RSA Insurance | Claims
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The RSA difference

We continually invest
in technology-led
solutions that
complement traditional
channels to simplify
interactions, provide
real-time visibility and offer
convenience to our brokers
and customers.

Right-touch technologies

Trusted partners

Bespoke claims service

RSA Electronic First Notification of
Loss (e-FNOL) portal

RSAred

Our e-FNOL portal allows brokers and customers to submit commercial

to help customers better understand and reduce their risk exposures.

property and marine cargo FNOLs digitally as a convenient alternative
to telephone and email.
Our property e-FNOL portal simplifies and speeds up the reporting

Our RSAred risk engineering portal makes information easily accessible

RSAred is an innovative web-based application that allows customers
to manage risk engineering data in real time, including risk improvement
tracking, risk profiling and modelling, and customer portfolio analysis.

process for smaller, more straightforward claims relating to weather,
theft, accidental damage and escape of water. Built in collaboration
with brokers, it is designed to make it quick and easy to submit the
information we need to make a quick decision and provide a smooth
claims journey.

Video Call app
Video Call is an intuitive app that enables live-streamed interactions
between customers and our office-based specialists to reduce claims
turnaround time.

Business Travel Assistance app
Our dedicated app for commercial business travel customers provides
guidance and contact information in the event of a medical or security
situation while travelling abroad.

Using their Android or iOS device, the policyholder can carry out a virtual
survey of the nature and extent of the damage at their convenience
without waiting for a loss adjuster to visit site, providing our specialist
with the visual evidence to make an informed decision about the
complexity of a claim and next best actions.

The ultimate travel safety companion, the Travel Assistance App
provides up-to-date travel information and advice, real-time alerts
on breaking news globally and contact information for our travel
assistance partner, Healix, in the event of a medical or security
incident while travelling abroad.

Did you know…
For larger, more complex insurance programmes,
our Property Risk Engineering services support
customers with risk management tailored to
their specific needs, scale, existing knowledge
and experience, and exposures.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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BAIL for Commercial Motor accidents
Our motor accident liability assessment tool gathers circumstances, location
and case law to assist clams handlers in their decision-making following a
motor accident. This industry-recognised tool accelerates the process of
assessing accident liability and increases accuracy, enabling us to deliver a
high quality experience for both brokers and customers.

NetReveal
NetReveal enables fraud detection, investigation and prevention by identifying,
linking and scoring people, places, events, businesses and other claim and
policy attributes.
One of the industry’s most intelligent fraud prevention tools, NetReveal
identifies risks at claim, claimant and network level. Integrated with our
claims and underwriting platform, it scans for suspicious behaviour patterns
throughout the policy and claim lifecycle, improving detection accuracy without
interrupting the customer journey, helping to protect genuine claimants.

Did you know…
For Commercial Property claims between
£5,000 and £10,000, in addition to our usual
methods we also use video streaming to
deliver swift assessments and settle losses.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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Trusted partners
supporting our
claims proposition
Take a look
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Panel Solicitors

Commercial Salvage Initiative

Our highly experienced claims teams handle most claims without the

Items subject to a claim may have residual salvage value even if they’re

need to instruct external solicitors. However, where the appointment

considered uneconomical to repair or restore. Our commercial salvage

of an external Solicitor is required we have selected a panel of industry-

initiative for property and marine cargo can help reduce your customer’s

leading firms with robust national coverage and international capability.

claim costs and increase re-use and recycling opportunities. Working in

By working together, we can use our combined knowledge, skills and

partnership with Salvage Sale, for higher-value items and construction

expertise to provide the best possible resolution, whether by way of

plant equipment, and Evoque, for smaller items such as consumer

defence, negotiation or settlement.

electronics, furniture and electrical appliances, we can assess salvage
potential, arrange free collection and give customers the option of
bidding for any salvage of value that they are interested in retaining.

Healix Travel Assistance
Our assistance service provider, Healix, is on hand to help our customers
risk-manage their business travel prior to departure and assist if

Secure, cloud-based storage for CCTV footage

anything should go wrong while travelling. No matter where customers

Through our partnership with Vue Cloud, we offer customers access to

are travelling in the world, Healix provides round-the-clock access to

a secure, purpose-built cloud platform that allows them to manage CCTV

multi-lingual security and medical assistance experts via our dedicated

evidence, which can be important to supporting claim defensibility or

24/7/365 RSA Assistance Line and through our RSA travel assistance

challenging a potentially fraudulent claim. Customers can easily upload

app. Integrated seamlessly into our claims management process, Healix

and store CCTV videos and associated files via their browser and share

guarantees an efficient handover of information to our claims teams,

them quickly and securely with our claims team to speed up the

ensuring that customers get the best service and rapid support when

claims process.

they need it most.

Did you know…
Legal expenses insurance facilitates access to law and justice by providing
legal advice and covering legal costs of a dispute, regardless of whether the
case is brought by or against the policyholder.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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A vetted supply chain for convenience and
peace of mind
Our bespoke supply chain gives your customers access to a large
network of vetted suppliers, who provide a range of property services
at a competitive agreed schedule of rates. We ensure that our suppliers
are meeting our challenging service level targets and delivering for your
customers by monitoring each claim using a unique web-based platform
to track both progress and costs.

Out-of-hours support for emergency repairs
Should emergency assistance or repairs be needed for first party
property claims, we’ll put the policyholder in touch with a tradesperson
or supplier from a carefully selected panel. The policyholder will bear the
cost themselves but, where damage is caused by an insured event, they
can submit the cost as part of their claim. For motor claims our 24/7 out
of hours recovery service provides vehicle recovery and onwards travel
assistance for our customers.

Crisis and reputation management services
Our Crisis Management Service, provided in partnership with our panel
solicitors, DWF, is designed to reduce stress and reputational risk in the
event of an incident and any potential media interest that may arise.
Available as part of our range of liability products, this service brings
together the industry-leading expertise and experience you need to
prepare for and manage any crisis occurring in the UK which could
trigger cover under our liability policy.

RSA Insurance | Claims
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A bespoke claims service for every need
Select a product class to find out more about our specialisms:

Accident & Health

Liability – Third Party, Damage
& Products (non-injury)

Multinational

Commercial Motor

Liability – Employers’,
Public & Products (injury)

Professional & Financial

Commercial Property

Marine

Real Estate

Construction, Engineering
& Renewable Energy

Delegated

Cyber

Disease & Environmental

RSA Insurance | Claims

You can make a claim or track
the progress of a claim online.
Find out more
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